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Sky-Watcher 130/650 Dual Speed
Photo Reflector and Celestron
Advanced VX Mount Bundle

AUD
$1,799.00
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Description

Engineered from the ground up with astroimaging in mind, the new Advanced VX series from Celestron sets a new standard in
mid-level telescopes. Advanced VX provides you with many of the features found on Celestron’s most sophisticated German
equatorial mounts, at an extremely affordable price.

The new Advanced VX mount was specifically designed to provide optimum imaging performance for smaller telescopes. Now your
smaller telescope can take advantage of All-Star Polar Alignment and autoguider support. You’ll be able to track through long
exposures using permanently programmable periodic error correction. Image across the meridian without doing a meridian flip, so
you can seamlessly image the best part of night sky. Advanced VX features significantly larger base castings than our previous
design, improving stability under heavier loads. Improved motors offer more torque and can handle slight load imbalances with
ease.

Experienced imagers will love taking this portable mount to a dark sky site, with all the performance of their larger observatory
mount. Or, if you’re new to imaging, this mount will help you get started with the hobby and keep up with your needs for years to
come.

 

View the magnificent skies with the SkyWatcher 130/650 Dual Focus Photo Reflector OTA, an extraordinary f/5 reflector
telescope designed for visual use or astrophotography. The 130/650 OTA features a 130mm aperture with diffraction-limited optics
for high light gathering power. Equipped with a 2" Crayford 10:1 dual speed focuser, the OTA offers precise focus adjustment to
reach its optimum level. The 130/650 telescope OTA comes with a 3 element, 28mm LET eyepiece for 23x magnification, 56°
apparent field of view and 20mm eye relief.

SkyWatcher 130/650 Dual Focus Photo Reflector OTA Features:

Ideal for Both Beginners and Seasoned Astronomers
f/5 Reflector for Astrophotography
650mm Focal Length
Dual Speed 10:1 Ratio
Lightweight and Portable for Its Size
Tripod Not Included
5 Years SkyWatcher Limited Warranty

In the Box:
SkyWatcher Black Diamond 130/650 Photo Reflector OTA
28mm LET Eyepiece
8x50 Finder Scope
130mm Tube Rings
Dovetail Bar

 

Additional Information

Specifications N/A
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